On the Solution of Discretized Obstacle Problems by an Adapted Penalty Method. In this paper we present a mutual adjustment for mesh size parameters of the discretization and for penalty parameters. This enables to restrict the error resulting from the penalty technique to the same order as the discretization error without destroying the conditioning of the problem. Furthermore we analyze the convergence of the discrete coincidence set. 
Introduction
Finite dimensional approximations of variational inequalities related to some practically important problems of mathematical physics, lead to specific convex programming problems. The truncation error, resulting from the finite dimensional approximation, defines a certain range of accuracy for the solution of the generated extremal problem. In the present paper we investigate a penalty method and the task of an appropriate selection of the parameters according to the accuracy of the finite dimensional approximation of the given variational inequality. For the parameter selection rule presented here we can show that the needed accuracy is obtained by one step of the penalty technique. There the conditioning of the function to be minimized is not destroyed by adding the related penalty term.
In the paper [6] we described the parameter adjustment for two-side obstacle problems for the same penalty method, but based upon another convergence estimation. The present approach enables us to simplify the technique as well as to sharp the results slightly. Furthermore, we include here the approximation of the coincidence set and its convergence in our investigations.
Other schemes of parameter adjustment in penalty techniques for variational inequality problems are considered in [3] , [5] . However the estimation of the conditioning of the generated finite dimensional auxiliary problems was not involved there. The idea of also taking conditioning into account was proposed in [9] .
The basic principle of parameter adjustment will be shown by the application to an obstacle problem. Let (2oR 2 denote some open polyhedron. We consider the following constrained variational problem
Here a(.,.) denotes the continuous bilinear form Remark: The problem of elastic-plastic torsion of a cylindric rod can be described by
with f(x)=const. It is known (compare [3] , [4] e.g.) that problem (2) can be transformed into an obstacle problem. If we especially choosef(x) -fo < 0 then (2) is equivalent to (1) with the obstacle function
We remark that our assumptions, subject to g are satisfied by (3) . Furthermore it is known that the solution u of (3) has the property ueW2p(f2), l<p<+oo and u[a, sW~ (~?,) for any open set ~2, with f?, c~? (see [1] , [4] e.g.).
The results mentioned here can be extended also to the more general case of a piecewise C a boundary 0f2.
Diseretization and Parameter Selection Rules
For the numerical solution of the obstacle problem (1) we use piecewise linear finite element approximations Uh and Vh of the spaces Ho 1 (f2) and H 1 (s respectively. Let be given a feasible and regular triangulation Zh of the set (2.
Especially we suppose some s2 _ Sl > 0 to exist such that any triangle of Zh contains a circle with the radius sl h and all triangles can be covered by a ball of the radius s2 h. There h denotes the parameter of the triangulation z h. We remark that the assumptions made on z h guarantee some 7o > 0 to exist such that the minimal angle of all triangles contained in z h is bounded from below by ~o. For the properties of the triangulation we refer to [2] , [8] . 
(5) uh e Gh----{uh e gh : uh (xk)--> g (xk), k = 1 (1) N}.
By means of (4) we have an one to one mapping between functions uh e Uh and vectors u ~ NN. Thus (5) is equivalent to the finite dimensional optimization problem
f= ,fi=(f,~00 and gi=g(x~), i=I(1)N.
As a consequence of the assumptions made on the triangulation Zh some numbers
M>_m>O exist (see [8] e.g.) such that h2mllu_ll2NurAuNMlIult 2 for all _ueN N.
Additionally let us assume that
holds. This can be guaranteed by the upper bound ~max_< n/2 to the maximal angle 7max in z h for example. We remark that A forms an M-matrix in this case.
Due to the positive definiteness of A established in (7) the problem (6) possesses a unique solution _u*.
Now we can estimate the partial derivatives of the objective function of (6). 
<-c,h -~ (, IO~-g Ids, OA
where A e % denotes an arbitrary triangle with A c supp q~i. Moreover the piecewise linear interpolation leads to the estimation
There c~ and c 2 are independent of the mesh size h. Taking into account that due to the minimum angle condition ?m~. > ?o > 0 the number of triangles A e Zh with A c supp go i is bounded by the constant 2 n/? o from (13), (14) we obtain
with some c a > 0 being independent of h. Furthermore because of f* ~ W~ (0) we have [ a (f*, r _< c4 h 2 9
Now (12) leads to
We remark that due to the specific structure of the constraints problem (6) 
for the optimal Lagrange multipliers.
Now we suppose the penalty function
(see [7] e.g.) to incorporate the obstacle constraints of (6) . There a, r > 0 denote parameters of the penalty function. Using (16) we obtain the auxiliary problems
(17) u~ ~N.
Due to the strong convexity of F + ~b problem (17) possesses a unique solution u "'r. The related piecewise interpolation we denote by u~ 'r, i.e. 
The following convergence theorem can be easily derived from the properties of the penalty function (16). However the verification of condition (19) remains the essential part for its application. 
The aim of our further investigations consists in founding such parameters a, r > 0 in dependence of the mesh size h that (19) holds, that estimation (21) leads to i1o, r uh -Uh t1 = 0 (h) and that the conditioning of F" is not destroyed by adding (~".
We start with the discussion of the minimal and maximal eigenvalues of (F + q~)" at the minimizer u a'~ of (17). They will be denoted by Vml n and v .... respectively. Rayleigh's characterization of eigenvalues leads to Because the constant c5 > 0 can be freely chosen we can select r = h 4 .
Vrnin = min zr(A+4)"(u-a'~))z >
Let v e R N denote some boundary point of the set {_u~NN : _u_>g}. This is equivalent to v~ > g j, j = 1 (1)N and vi = g~ for some index i.
Thus we have c~v i
Due to lemma 1 we obtain 0 0 v i
~F --[F + 4)3 (v_)=~2_ (v_) -dh 2 . G I) i --IF + qS] (_v) < (c -d) h 2 < 0.
Thus no boundary point can solve the convex programming problem On the other hand this problems possesses a unique solution v a'r. Because of vy'r > g;, j = 1 (1) N and because of the strong convexity this is also the unique minimizer of the unconstrained problem (6) . This results in _ua'r=v~". Thus (19) has been shown.
Due to the assumptions made on the triangulation Zh and due to the boundness of the set f2 some q > 0 independent of h exists such that
N<qh -2
holds. Now we summarize the given results in the following theorem. holds. Furthermore the condition number of (F + dp)" at _u a'r has the same asymptotic behaviour 0 (h-2) as this one of F" itself and the sparsity structure of(F + ~)" and F" coincide.
Corollary: If the penalty parameters a, r > 0 are chosen according to theorem 2 then

IJ u~ 'r -u [l I~(al = 0 (h)
holds. There u denotes the solution of the given obstacle problem (1).
This corollary is a consequence of the estimation II Uh--U IF ~1 = 0 (h)
(compare [2] ) and theorem 2.
We remark that due to the known conditioning of (F + ~b)" we can also use numerical approximations (f, (P~)h instead of (f, q)i) without loosing asymptotic accuracy if
I(f, q~i)h--(f, q)i)l <_J h a
holds. This can be guaranteed by (f, O~)h = (fh, ~0~), i = 1 (1) N with
in the case of a Lipschitz-continuous function f.
Approximation of the Coincidence Set
In many practical applications there is an approximation of the coincidence set to characterize the distance between two sets A, B and we denote by C~ the space of the functions being HNder continuous on ~.
Using the piecewise linearity of the function Ph (.) we can easily prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2: Let be pEC~ and ph ~ V h such that
XhE~ holds with some c 1 > O. Then a constant c2 > 0 exists such that
To quantify the approximation of Qo by Ohp we introduce the level set Sp = {x e 0 : u (x) < g (x) + p)
and define the perturbation measure with p = ~ h a. 9
Numerical Examples
Finally we want to illustrate the efficiency of the investigated technique by means of numerical results obtained for the practically important problem of elasto-plastic torsion of a cylindrical bar. For a detailed physical motivation we refer to [3] , [4] .
Let us consider a cylindrical bar made of an elastic-perfectly plastic material for which the threshold of plasticity is defined by the von Mises criterion. Assuming a constant torsion characterized by the twist angle per unit C we obtain the variational problem (compare (2)) 
